NOTES
1. For setting out only to be used for the project.
2. This drawing is to be used in conjunction with all other plans, specifications and notes provided.
3. This drawing is to be read in conjunction with all other Architectural and Engineering drawings and all other relevant drawings and specifications.
4. DO NOT SCALE THIS DRAWING. Use figured dimensions only.
5. No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or stored in any retrieval system of any nature without the written permission of O'Connor Sutton Cronin as copyright holder except as agreed for use on the project for which the document was originally issued.

LEGEND
- Denotes 350thk. RC Wall
- Denotes 250thk. RC Wall
- Denotes 400dp Structural Slab
- Denotes 1000dp Structural Slab
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Structural Slab Schedule

Mark Description
C1 350x350 RC Column
C2 450x450mm RC Column
C3 450x350 RC Column

Structural Wall Schedule

Mark Description
C1 350x350 RC Cantilever Beam
C2 450x450mm RC Upstand
C3 450x350 RC Downstand

Step in Slab
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